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"There will come a time in our world when greed, power and wealth will overrule good judgement,

and packs will be destroyed."In the blink of an eye, everything can change, altering life as we know

it forever. Zara was happy and carefree, until receiving her gift from the heavens. Her world tilts

completely on its axis when she faces torture at the hands of a person meant to love her. Forced

into a life of servitude, she's left only a shell of her former self.Lifemates are a gift all their own. A

powerful link that canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t be broken. Zara crosses paths with Xavier, Alpha of the Raber

Pack, and the one time playboy finds himself drawn to the broken woman. As their connection flares

to life, he grows determined to unleash the spitfire she hides within. Little does Xavier know that in

finding Zara, he's ignited a flame that could destroy everyoneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s lives...
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ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€¦ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€¦ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€¦ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€¦Witches, wizards, shifters and

spells dominate this first book in the Wolf Pack series by the gifted and talented author Ryan



Michele. In this book we delve into the politics of the paranormal and meet evil that seeks power at

any cost. Each character is conceived and created perfectly to enhance the storyline. While it is a

story that explores greed and avarice it also is a beautiful love story that not only keeps the reader

involved but touches the heart as well.Zara has been a protected shifter princess within a loving

pack. The daughter of the alpha pair, she has enjoyed her life. That is until she exhibits a unique

talent and her life changes from one of love and privilege to one of horrific abuse. A prisoner without

hope, Zara is a shell of her former self. When she is sent on a mission the last thing she ever

thought would happenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦happens. She meets her lifemate, her true mate and once

more she has renewed hope. Will her mate be able to protect her from those that want to use and

abuse her?Xavier is the Alpha of his pack and he is a strong shifter. His pack will do whatever

needs to be done to protect their alpha and his mate. But who and what are they protecting them

from? Questions need answers and they need to survive what is heading their way! If you love a

good paranormal romance, this is the book. Once again Ryan Michelle creates a new world that you

will want to explore and be a part of. I cannot wait to see where she takes this new series.Hero:

Xavier 4.25 starsHeroine: Zara 4.25 starsSteam: 4.25 starsPlot: 4.25 starsCliffhanger: No

Raber Wolf Pack: Book Oneby Ryan Michele (Goodreads Author)Wendy Hodges's reviewAug 02,

2017 Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â· editit was amazingGosh Zara has been treated really bad by her father, so much

abuse. Meeting Xavier is a chance for a new life completely and a chance to be happy. Well written

with a great story base I enjoyed it, I was looking for a change of genre and this definitely fitted bill.

There is some suspense and explicit sexual content, there is also some mystery so plenty of

interest for all. I went straight into book 2 from this so that shows how much I enjoyed it.

So I totally fell in love with Ryan Michele's MC series, and when I found out she was doing a shifter

one I was totally stoked!Going in a little bit different of the "traditional" shifter route; these have

special powers, each unique to themselves.Zara is in a s*** situation. She is living under her father's

thumb and her mate sucks. Zara made the mistake of trusting her father and letting him know her

special power, you're supposed to trust your parents...right? From that point on her father has used

her and her gift in ways that....well lets just say less then honorable. Her mate was chosen for her

and they are not true mates. Until one day...she smells him...her mate.Xavier is the alpha of his

pack, and he is alpha for a good reason; he isn't stupid and doesn't trust any pack out there. So

when Zara's father's pack.......crap I almost went to far (sorry) LOL.Will Xavier realize that Zara is

his mate? What happens when you're already mated to an ass and you meet your actual



mate?Ryan Michele pulled me in and I loved every minute of it. I felt so bad for Zara she was in

such a bad situation. If you want a bit of drama, some sexy time and hot wolves, check this out. I

give it 4 stars

This is the first book in the Raber Wolf Pack series. Zara has been living in hell the past few years.

Being forced into horrible acts by someone that she should be able to trust has damaged her.

Xavier is the alpha of the Raber Pack and is ready to claim his mate. Unfortunately, this brings war

to their doorstep. Will they get their happy ending?

I totally love shapeshifter books and this books is an awesome read. Zara's father became greedy

killing with Power and would use his on flesh and Blood. Torture was his game for Sara and her

brother. Years she endured this, till one day out on a meeting something happens to change to

course of Sara and it comes in the form of Alpha Male Xavier of the Raber Wolf Pack. There is a

Battle coming which Pack will win. This story was well written and I didn't want to put it down.

I started this book as soon as the pre-order delivered it. It was so interesting and exciting I read it

straight through the night without sleeping. Zara has been through years of suffering. I really like

how Zara describes Xavier the first time she sees him.

If your read any of Ravage books, you know Ryan is amazing with her MC stories. So, when she

announced about her absolutely new genre of series, I was...Well I just couldn't wait to get my eyes

on the story. And that is about shifters made me even more happy.I have to say that if it's possible I

love Raber Wolf Pack even more than Ravage MC. Shocking, I know. When I started reading, I just

couldn't stop. I don't noticed when it was the end of this catchy journey. Or at least for now. Why for

now? Well thereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s more to tell about the pack and it's members. The epilogue

was...Well, I just can't wait for more.

Interesting start to a new series. Zara was put through the ringer by her evil, power-hungry father.

Fortunately for her, the fates were kind and sent her her true mate in the form of Xavier. Loved him

because he absolutely slayed every one if her demons for her. Little Natalie's plight will break your

heart and you'll just want to love her and take care of her yourself. I liked the epilogue teaser at the

end about Max. Can't wait to read book 2.
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